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Abstract: This study proposes a novel H∞-based approach called advanced frequency control (AFC) to integrate storage into
frequency control. The objective is to split the task of balancing frequency deviations introduced by renewable energy source
(RES) and load variations according to the capabilities of storage and generators. Hence, via frequency dependent weighting
functions, a so-called frequency separation objective is achieved: the conventional generators mainly balance the
low-frequency components of the RES and load variations while the energy storage devices compensate the high-frequency
components. First, a state-space structure-preserving model of the power system is derived, which is needed for the design of
the controller. In order to enable the controller design for storage devices located at buses with no generators, a model for the
frequency at such a bus is developed. Then, AFC controllers are synthesised through decentralised static output feedback to
reduce the complexity in the practical implementation of such controllers. An existing linear matrix inequality algorithm is
improved and employed to solve the involved H∞ problem. Finally, the WECC 9-bus test system is used to verify the
performance of the AFC design.
1 Introduction

More and more renewable energy sources (RESs) are added to
the electric energy system, enabling the transition to an
environmentally friendly and sustainable energy future.
In the US, 30 states, including the District of Columbia,
have established aggressive Renewable Portfolio Standard
mandates, regulating the minimum amounts of electric
energy to be produced by renewable energy sources. The
most ambitious states are Maine, New York and California
which are all aiming to reach at least 29% renewable
generation penetration by 2020 [1].
However, the power output from RESs such as wind and

solar generators is dependent on weather conditions
resulting in large variations in the power supply from these
resources. Balancing these variations and avoiding an
unacceptable increase in frequency deviations emerges as a
major challenge with regards to accommodating significant
amounts of RESs. In the meantime, large scale energy
storage is identified as a key enabler for a future power grid
with high penetration of RESs [2–6]. Energy storage
devices such as flywheels, supercapacitors and batteries are
suitable for frequency control because of their fast response
capabilities and the breakthroughs in the area of power
electronics [7].
In power systems, frequency deviations from the nominal

value indicate the imbalance between active power supply
and consumption. Large unattended frequency deviations
could impede the performance of generating units by
influencing the performance of their auxiliary electric motor
drives and even lead to severe consequences such as
blackouts [8]. As the current industry practice, a
hierarchical frequency control mechanism consisting of
primary, secondary and tertiary control is employed to
maintain the frequency within specified limits. Primary
control relies on generating units equipped with local speed
droop governors (proportional controllers) to fast stabilise
the frequency while the centralised secondary control (a.k.a
automatic generation control or AGC) based on area control
error brings the frequency back to its nominal value and
re-establishes the tie-line flows across control areas to the
agreed values. In contrast, tertiary control is an
optimisation-based scheduling task involving economic
dispatch and unit commitment programs. In this paper, we
focus on the integration of storage into frequency control.
Energy storage does not naturally fit into the foregoing

frequency control framework, as not only the power output
but also the energy capacity is limited for energy storage
devices. In terms of frequency control, the energy storage
devices in the current pilot projects are simply employed to
follow the AGC signal [9, 10]. The physical limits on the
state of charge (SOC) are ignored and consequently the
storage devices are prone to hit upper and lower limits of
the devices.
This paper incorporates energy limits associated with

energy storage and proposes a novel H∞-based and
structure-preserving approach called advanced frequency
control (AFC) to integrate energy storage into the
framework of frequency control. Unlike the traditional
frequency control investigation method where a uniformed
frequency is assumed within each control area, the
structure-preserving approach utilises the power flow model
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to connect different components in the control area retaining
the frequency information at each individual generator bus.
A key characteristic of the proposed AFC is that the power

balancing responsibilities between two types of resources are
divided according to their capabilities, that is, the
participating conventional generators are mainly responsible
to balance the low-frequency components of the RES and
load variations whereas the energy storage devices are
employed to alleviate the relatively high-frequency
components. This is referred to as the frequency separation
objective in this paper, which essentially enables effective
SOC regulation as the storage largely compensates
high-frequency power variations. Another benefit is that the
required ramp rates from conventional generators and
therefore the associated wear and tear effects on generators
are reduced [11].
Via the H∞ control synthesis, the robustness and stability

of a dynamic system subject to model uncertainties and/or
bounded disturbances can be achieved simultaneously [12].
Therefore H∞ control is suitable for disturbance attenuation
problems such as the frequency control and storage
integration problem considered in this paper. Previous work
such as [13–15] successfully applied H∞ control theory to
power system frequency control problems but without
consideration of energy storage. In contrast, energy storage
devices are taken into account in [16–19] for various other
applications of H∞ control in electric energy systems such
as tie-line flow control, inter-area damping control and
transient stability improvement. However, none of these
papers consider the limits on the SOC of storage devices.
One main drawback of H∞ control is that the order of the
yielding dynamic controllers is typically as high as that of
the system model, which makes the controller
implementation impractical especially with the increase of
the system complexity. To deal with this issue, the
decentralised static output feedback and the iterative linear
matrix inequality (ILMI) approach are adopted in AFC
design.
The paper is organised as follows: A structure-preserving

state-space power system model for AFC design is derived
in Section 2. Section 3 gives the detailed mathematical
description of the AFC control design. In Section 4, an
existing ILMI algorithm is improved to solve the involved
H∞ problem. Simulation results on the WECC 9-bus test
system are presented in Section 5 to give a proof of concept
and illustrate the performance of the proposed approach.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Modelling

2.1 Assumptions

We restrict ourselves within the single control area case for
this work. The tie line flow control will be addressed in the
continuing work. The following simplifying assumptions
are made: (i) the power network is represented by a DC
power flow model; (ii) since the variations in loads within
the considered time frame are small compared with the RES
disturbances, the loads are assumed to be constant during
the small signal analysis, but the same control concept can
be applied for load variations and (iii) the conventional
generators are assumed to be of non-reheat thermal type. In
addition, following the general practice in power system
analysis, all models in this paper are linearised around the
operating point. Unless otherwise specified, all units are in
per unit with respect to the power network base.
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2.2 Conventional generator

The considered model of the conventional generator is a
fourth order governor-turbine-generator model including the
dynamics of the speed governor and the turbine [8] and is
given by
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The parameters and variables in this model are: SN is power
network VA base, S is generator VA base, H is inertia
constant based on S, ω is rotor speed, Δ is the deviation
from operating point, θ is voltage angle in radians, Pm is
mechanical power, Pe is electrical power, kD is damping
factor, TCH is turbine time constant, Y is valve position, TG
is governor time constant, Pref

G is control input, ω0 is
nominal speed in rad/s.
We denote the state space model (1) of the ith conventional

generator in a compact form as

ẋG,i = AG,i xG,i + BG,i uG,i + EG,i Pe,i (2)

In conventional frequency control, the control input is set to
DPref

G = (− S)/(SNR)
( )

Dv+ PAGC where R is the speed
droop coefficient of primary control loop and PAGC is the
AGC signal of the secondary control loop.

2.3 Energy storage device

The storage device consists of the actual storage and the
power electronic inverter connecting the device to the grid.
The model for the storage captures the relationship between
charging/discharging power and the energy level. The
dynamics of the inverter can be modelled using a first order
model with time constant TS capturing the response of the
inverter to the control signal. Hence, the model for the
storage device results in the second order model [20] given by
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where the parameters and variables are: Ecap is energy
capacity in p.u.s, TS is inverter time constant, Δ is the
deviation from operating point, SOC is state of charge, PS

is storage power injection, Pref
S is control input.

However, because of the fact that the time constant TS is
typically on the order of milliseconds and is negligibly
small relative to the time constants associated with the
conventional generator, it is reasonable to use a reduced
order model by neglecting the dynamics of the power
IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., 2013, Vol. 7, Iss. 11, pp. 1263–1271
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electronics inverter [21]. In other words, the power injection
ΔPS can be changed instantaneously in the reduced order
model resulting in

DSȮC
[ ] = [0] DSOC[ ] + −1

Ecap

[ ]
DPref

S

[ ]

We further denote this reduced order model of the ith storage
device in a compact form as

ẋS,i = AS,i xS,i + BS,i uS,i (3)

2.4 RES generator

The main focus with regards to renewable energy sources is
on wind and solar generation. Most of the modern wind
and solar generation types such as doubly fed induction
generator and photovoltaic generator are connected to the
grid via power electronics [7, 22]. Typically, these power
electronic devices are controlled by the maximum
power point tracking algorithm to maximise the RES power
output. In addition, usually wind and solar generators do
not participate in frequency control. Hence, the RES
generators are modelled as negative loads.

2.5 Frequency at load buses

The challenge which arises in AFC design if the storage is
placed at a non-generator bus is that the local frequency is
not part of the state variables in the traditional power
system model. Although measuring the frequency in
operation is straightforward, a model of the local frequency
needs to be derived for the design stage. Hence, a
mathematical model is developed to estimate the local
frequency at load buses as a function of the frequencies at
generator buses. The modelling of the frequency at load or
generally non-generator buses is crucial for the
decentralised control design in situations where the storage
device is located at a non-generator bus.
The DC power flow model gives the relationship between

the power injections and the voltage angles, that is

DPG

DPL

[ ]
= H

DuG
DuL

[ ]
W

HGG HGL

HLG HLL

[ ]
DuG
DuL

[ ]

where ΔPG and ΔPL are vectors for power injections at
generator buses and non-generator buses; ΔθG and ΔθL are
vectors for voltage angles at generator buses and
non-generator buses; H is the bus admittance matrix. Now
making the assumption that the power injections at
non-generator buses are differentiable, the load frequency
can be expressed as

DvL = −H−1
LLHLGDvG + 1

v0
H−1

LLDṖL (4)

where ΔωL and ΔωG are vectors for the load frequencies and
generator frequencies, respectively. Since (4) contains the
differentiation of ΔPL which is a disturbance input to the
system, further simplification is needed. It is reasonable to
assume that the frequency at load buses is mainly
determined by the frequencies of the terminal voltages of
synchronous generators in the grid [23]. Hence, the
mathematical model to estimate the local frequency at load
IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., 2013, Vol. 7, Iss. 11, pp. 1263–1271
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buses is given by

DvL = −H−1
LLHLGDvG (5)

where DvL is the vector for the estimated load frequencies.
This estimation model is used in the controller design stage
in case the storage is located at a non-generator bus.

2.6 Overall system

By stacking all the states of the dynamic components
represented by (2) and (3), we obtain the following
preliminary model for the entire system

ẋ = A0x+ B0u+ E0h (6)

where

x = xTG,1, . . . , x
T
G,NG

, xTS,1 . . . , x
T
S,NS

[ ]T

u = uG,1, . . . , uG,NG
, uS,1 . . . , uS,NS

[ ]T

h = Pe,1, . . . , Pe,NG

[ ]T
A0 = diag AG,1, . . . , AG,NG

, AS,1, . . . , AS,NS

( )

B0 = diag BG,1, . . . , BG,NG
, BS,1, . . . , BS,NS

( )

E0 = FT
0 0NG×NS

[ ]T
, F0 = diag EG,1, . . . , EG,NG

( )

where NG and NS are the number of conventional generators
and the number of energy storage devices, respectively.
Based on the DC power flow model, the electric power h in

(6) produced by generators can be given as a linear function
of the states x, control inputs u and RES disturbances w,
that is

h = G0x+H0u+ J0w (7)

where G0, H0, J0 are the coefficient matrices derived from the
DC power flow model.
Hence, the structure-preserving state-space model of the

entire system is derived by substituting (7) to (6) resulting in

ẋ = Ax+ B1w+ B2u (8)

where A = A0 +E0G0, B1 =E0J0 and B2 =B0 +E0H0. The
model is consistent with the standard H∞ problem
formulation, which is described in the following section.

3 Control design

3.1 H∞ control basics

The standard configuration of the H∞ control problem is
depicted in Fig. 1, where G(s) is the transfer function of the
plant, K(s) is the transfer function of the controller, w is the
exogenous input including disturbances, references and
measurement noise, u is the control input, z is the
performance vector that we want to minimise to satisfy the
control objective and y is the measurement vector [24, 25].
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Fig. 1 Standard H∞ problem configuration
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The corresponding state space model of the standard H∞
control problem in Fig. 1 is given as

ẋ = Ax+ B1w+ B2u (9)

z = C1x+ D11w+ D12u (10)

y = C2x+ D21w+ D22u (11)

where x is the vector of internal states ofG(s). The assumption
D22 = 0 is typically made to simplify calculations without loss
of generality.
The objective of H∞ control is to find the optimal

stabilising controller K(s) that minimises the H∞ norm of
the transfer function from w to z, which is defined as the
peak of the maximum singular value of the complex matrix
Tzw( jω) over all frequencies ω, that is

Tzw(s)
∥∥ ∥∥

1W sup
v

�s Tzw(jv)
( )

where Tzw(s) is the closed-loop transfer function from w to z.
Consequently, H∞ control gives a guaranteed bound on the
performance vector z for any bounded exogenous input w,
for example, for wind power with given maximal
root-mean-square (RMS) variations the resulting controller
guarantees a bounded deviation in the energy level of the
storage from its target value where the bound is indeed the
tightest.
Based on the specific design requirements and the focus of

the exogenous input signals, weighting functions are typically
assigned to the performance vector and the exogenous input.
Thus, the resulting weighted H∞ control problem becomes

min
K(s)

Wz(s)Tzw(s)Ww(s)
∥∥ ∥∥

1 (12)

whereWz(s),Ww(s) are the matrix valued weighting functions
for z and w, respectively. The matrices allow defining the
importance of the individual control objectives.

3.2 H∞-based AFC controller synthesis

The objectives of AFC design are to minimise the influence of
RES variations on frequency deviations and the SOC
deviations of the storage devices, and to achieve the
frequency separation goal mentioned in Section 1. Hence,
the performance vector z in (10) is selected as

z = Dv1, . . . , DvNG
, DSOC1, . . . , DSOCNS

,
[
DPm,1, . . . , DPm,NG

, DPS,1, . . . , DPS,NS

]T (13)

For each of the elements in the performance vector, a
frequency dependent weighting function Wz(s) as defined in
(12) needs to be chosen. These weighting functions are
design parameters and reflect the importance of each of the
objectives along the frequency spectrum of the respective
1266
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performance element. The weighting functions for the
frequency deviations Δωi and the SOC deviations ΔSOCi

are chosen to be constant values, that is, not frequency
dependent. The values of these constants reflect the
trade-off between tightly regulating the frequencies to their
nominal values and to keep the SOCs of the energy storage
devices close to a predefined value and away from the
upper and lower limits of the storage devices.
The frequency separation objective is achieved by choosing

frequency dependent weighting functions for the power
output of the two types of resources. For the power output
from the conventional generators, higher penalties are put
onto the high frequency region so that by minimising the
weighted power output the generators are less responsive to
the high frequency components of the RES disturbances.
For the power injection of the storage devices, higher
weights are put on the low frequency region, which forces
the storage to be less sensitive to the low frequency
components in RES fluctuations. The general forms of the
weighting functions for the ith conventional generator and
the ith storage device under AFC are mathematically
formulated as

WG,i(s) =
10s+ 20pfc
( )n
mG,i s+ 20pfc

( )n (14)

WS,i(s) =
s+ 2pfc
( )n

mS,i s+ 0.2pfc
( )n (15)

where fc is the cut-off frequency in the frequency separation
objective, n is the order of the weighting function, mG,i, mS,i

are the participation factors of the ith generator and the ith
storage device under AFC, respectively. These variables are
all design variables, which can be adjusted per specific
control requirements. The participation factors are
constrained by

∑
i[G

mG,i = 1,
∑
i[S

mS,i = 1

where G and S are the sets of the generators and storage
devices in AFC, respectively. Under the deregulated
electricity market environment such as the PJM ancillary
service market, the participation factors are determined
according to the bids submitted by generators and storages.
An example of weighting functions for conventional
generator WG,i(s) and storage device WS,i(s) with design
variables fc = 0.016 Hz, n = 1, mG,i = 33%, mS,i = 100% is
depicted in Fig. 2.
Therefore the weighting function Wz(s) in (12) is given by

W z(s) = diag hG,1, . . . , hG,NG
, hS,1, . . . , hS,NS

,
{

WG,1(s), . . . , WG,NG
(s), WS,1(s), . . . , WS,NS

(s)
}

where ηG,1 and ηS,i are the constant weights for Δωi and
△SOCi in the performance vector z, respectively.
In addition, the weighting function Ww(s) in (12) needs to

reflect the expected frequency spectrum of the exogenous
input. Hence, in the considered application this could
correspond to the frequency spectrum of the RES
generation. The two matrix-valued weighting functions
Wz(s) and Ww(s) in (12) are then realised and integrated
into the system model. Please refer to [26] for detailed
IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., 2013, Vol. 7, Iss. 11, pp. 1263–1271
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Hz, n = 1, mGi = 33%, mSi = 100%
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derivations on the augmented state-space system model with
frequency dependent weighting functions.
As previously mentioned, when solving the optimisation

problem (12), usually the controller K(s) is of the same
order as the system with full state feedback, that is, a
centralised high-order controller. In this paper, we design
decentralised controllers each located at either a generator
or a storage device, having access only to local
measurements. Hence, the decentralised static output
feedback is adopted to obtain suboptimal but decentralised
and low order controllers. Once the controllers are designed
only local information is used as control input. For the
conventional generator, this is the local frequency and the
rotor angle which could also be derived as the integral of
the local frequency. For the storage device, the measured
values are the local frequency and the SOC of the storage
device. The control law for the ith generator and ith storage
device under AFC is mathematically defined by

DPref
Gi = k1iDvGi + k2iDuGi

DPref
Si = k3iDvSi + k4iDSOCSi (16)

where the subscripts Gi and Si denote the local information of
the ith generator and the ith storage device, respectively. (5) is
used to estimate the local frequency ΔωSi in the design stage
when the ith storage is located at a load bus.
Having now set up the optimisation problem given by (12)

with Tzw(s) corresponding to the transfer function from RES
disturbances w in (8) to the performance vector z given by
(13) and the weighting functions as defined, the next step is
to solve this problem constraining the resulting controllers to
have the form (16). This is achieved by using an improved
ILMI approach as described in Section 4 that is inspired by
the work of [27, 28] and using the bisection algorithm.

3.3 Practical implementation issues

The possible issues associated with each step in the practical
implementation of the AFC approach are analysed in this
subsection. The steps to apply the proposed control are
summarised below.

(1) Derive the system model.
(2) Identify the conventional generators and energy storage
devices that are willing to participate in the AFC framework.
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(3) Determine the participation factors for all the participating
generators and storages according to their willingness to
provide frequency regulation and their physical capabilities.
(4) Calculate the frequency dependent weighting functions
based on the participation factors and the desired cut-off
frequency.
(5) Calculate the controller gains by solving the resulting
minimisation problem.

Among the steps above, the most difficult and challenging
step is to obtain a system model with reasonable accuracy,
especially when dealing with very large scale power
systems. In case that the system model is inaccurate,
additional trial-and-error based fine tuning procedures for
the yielding robust controllers are needed in order to
achieve the desired control performance. However, this is
out of scope of this paper. The practice in power system
analysis with respect to the application of robust control in
frequency regulation assumes that the system model is
trustworthy, such as in [13, 14].
In terms of steps (2) and (3), no critical issues are involved

in implementing them. These steps fit well into the current
deregulated electricity market, specifically the ancillary
service market. The participation factors can be determined
according to the bids submitted by generators and storages.
The concept of participation factors is also adopted in the
aforementioned previous work [13, 14]. One possible issue
associated with step (4) is the choice of a proper cut-off
frequency fc, which is a design variable to reflect the
trade-off between the usage of conventional generators and
the usage of storage devices in balancing the RES
variations. A lower value of fc in the controller design stage
indicates that an increased usage of the storage participating
in frequency regulation is desired. Finally, step (5) can be
easily carried out based on the description in Section 4.
4 Improved ILMI algorithm

Based on two theorems in [27, 28] an improved ILMI
algorithm is presented in this section which is tailored to
solve the involved H∞ problem to provide the parameters
k1i, k2i, k3i, k4i for the low order controllers in (16). The
CVX software package [29] is used as a numerical tool.

Theorem 1: (bounded real lemma [27, 28]). Consider the
linear time invariant continuous time (LTI-CT) system with
the following state space representation and assume that
(A, B2, C2) is stabilisable and detectable.

ẋ = Ax+ B1w+ B2u

z = C1x+ D11w+ D12u

y = C2x+ D21w

The following three statements are equivalent:

(1) There exists a static output feedback u =Ky such that the
closed-loop system is asymptotically stable and Tzw

∥∥ ∥∥
1, g;

(2) There exists a positive definite solution P to the LMI

AT
CLP + PACL PBCL CT

CL
BT
CLP −gI DT

CL

CCL DCL −gI

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ ≻ 0
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where

ACL = A+ B2KC2, BCL = B1 + B2KD21,

CCL = C1 + D12KC2, DCL = D11 + D12KD21

(3) There exists a P̃ ≻ 0 in the form of

P̃ W

P 0 0
0 I 0
0 0 I

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

such that P̃�BK �C + P̃�BK �C
( )T+�A

T
P̃ + P̃�A ≺ 0, where

�A =
A, B1, 0
0, −gI/2, D11/2
C1 D11/2, −gI/2

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦, �B =

B2
0
D12

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦,

�C =
CT
2

DT
21
0

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

T

The proof of the equivalence between (1) and (2) is given in
[12, 24]. The equivalence between (2) and (3) can be verified
by plugging coefficient matrices into the respective LMIs.
Theorem 1 transforms the original H∞ problem in the
frequency domain into a non-linear matrix inequality
problem that can be further transformed to a convex
programming problem.

Remark 1: We introduce the following variation to the third
statement in theorem 1: There exists a �P ≻ 0in the form of

�P W

p 0 0
0 qI 0
0 0 qI

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

such that

�P�BK �C + �P�BK �C
( )T+�A

T�P + �P�A ≺ 0

Compared with the third statement in theorem 1, remark 1
enlarges the feasible set in terms of the unknown variable
P, improving the convergence performance of Algorithm 1
described below.
The second theorem which is used to solve the problem is

the stabilisation lemma via static output feedback. For details
about this theorem the reader is referred to [27]. This theorem
essentially facilitates an iterative approach to solve the
stabilisation problem with static output feedback which is
non-linear and non-convex. Based on the two theorems and
remark 1, the existing ILMI algorithm given in [27] is
improved as outlined below and employed to solve the
involved H∞ problem with decentralised static output
feedback. The notations are consistent with the standard H∞
problem formulation and theorem 1 .

Algorithm 1: (improved ILMI algorithm).
s.t.
�A
T �Pi + �Pi

�A− Xi
�B�B

T �Pi − �Pi
�B�B

T
Xi +

(�BT �Pi + Ki
�C)

[
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(1) Initialise the upper and lower bounds of Tzw

∥∥ ∥∥1 as γmax

and γmin, where γmax is a sufficiently large number and γmin

is typically set to be 0.
(2) If γmax− γmin < ε, where ɛ is a preset tolerance, then γmax

is the minimum value of Tzw

∥∥ ∥∥1. Stop. Otherwise, set
γ = (γmax + γmin)/2.
(3) Select a constant matrix Q ≻ 0 and solve �P from the
following algebraic Riccati equation

�A
T�P + �P�A

T − �P�B�B
T�P + Q = 0

Set i = 1 and initialise X1 by setting X1 = �P.
(4) Solve the following optimisation problem OP1 in terms of
decision variables �Pi, Ki, ai using CVX

min
�Pi,Ki,ai

ai

(see equation at the bottom of the page)

�Pi =
Pi 0 0
0 qiI 0
0 0 qiI

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ X 0 (18)

Ki [ V (19)

− b ≤ [Ki] jk ≤ b ∀j, k (20)

�Pi≺bI (21)

where β is a large positive constant and Ω is a special set
according to the decentralised control structure defined in
(16). Note that Xi is a parameter of OP1. Denote a∗

i as the
minimum value of αi. Pick one pair P∗

i , K∗
i

( )
that achieves

the minimum of αi.
(5) If a∗

i , 0, then K∗
i is a stabilising gain with Tzw

∥∥ ∥∥1, g.
Set γmax = γ and go to (2). Otherwise, go to (6).
(6) If Xi − �P

∗
i

∥∥ ∥∥ , d or i exceeds a preset iteration limit,
where δ is a prescribed tolerance, set γmin = γ and go to (2);
else, set i = i + 1 and Xi = �P

∗
i−1, then go to (4).

Remark 2: Constraint (17) in OP1 corresponds to an improved
relaxation formulation of the second theorem resulting in a
convex problem. The original relaxation formulation of the
existing ILMI algorithm in [27] is related to a generalised
eigenvalue minimisation problem, which is non-convex.
Constraint (18) is included based on remark 1 and the
additional constraint (19) ensures the decentralised control
design as defined in (16). The extra constraints (20)–(21)
guarantee the solvability of OP1 (see remark 3 below).
Algorithm 1 reduces the number of optimisation problems
from two to one in each iteration compared with the
algorithm presented in [27].

Remark 3: We now show that the optimisation problem OP1
in algorithm 1 is solvable. OP1 is equivalent to

min
�Pi,Ki

lmax fi �Pi, Ki

( )[ ]
s.t. �Pi, Ki

( )
[ S

where λmax(†) denotes the maximum eigenvalue of a square
Xi
�B�B

T
Xi − aiI (�BT �Pi + Ki

�C)T
−I

]
W 0 (17)
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matrix, Σ is the compact set defined by (18)–(21), and

fi �Pi,Ki

( ) = �A
T�Pi + �Pi

�A− Xi
�B�B

T�Pi − �Pi
�B�B

T
Xi

+ Xi
�B�B

T
Xi + �B

T�Pi + Ki
�C

( )T
�B
T�Pi + Ki

�C
( )

lmax fi �Pi, Ki

( )[ ]
is a continuous function because of the

continuity of eigenvalue functions. According to the
extreme value theorem, we know that a real-valued
continuous function f over a compact set V must attain its
minimum value at least once in V. Therefore OP1 is solvable.

Remark 4: The optimisation problem OP1 is of the
semi-definite programming (SDP) type and can be
efficiently handled by convex optimisation solvers. It
should be noted that the performance of such an ILMI
algorithm is dependent on the initial condition. Therefore a
different initial matrix Q may be selected if necessary.
Fig. 3 Test system topology and RES variations

a WECC 9-bus test system
b RES variations
5 Simulation

The proposed controllers are applied to the WECC 9-bus test
system shown in Fig. 3a to illustrate the performance of the
AFC approach. The RES generator is installed at Bus 9 and
the energy storage device is placed at Bus 8, which is a
load bus. The parameters of the test system that are taken
from [30, 31] are given in the appendix. The capacity of the
storage device is 2 MWh with 50 MW maximum power
input/output capability, reflecting the fact that the energy
storage application in frequency regulation is a high power
application. The RES variations (Fig. 3b) are within about
± 5% [31] around the average value of 600 MW and the
RES generator capacity is 800 MW. In case that the amount
of the high-frequency components in RES variations is
greater than the power rating of the storage device,
conventional generators will kick in to help to balance the
fast RES fluctuations leading to the consequence that the
frequency separation objective may not be achieved as
designed. The load is assumed to be constant with a total of
1000 MW for the considered time frame. The foregoing
numeric values associated with RES and load are chosen
such that a scenario with very high penetration of
renewable generation is considered in the simulation. The
base case corresponds to the situation where all the three
generators are equipped with governors with droop
coefficient R and the secondary AGC control is in place
with the frequency sensor located at Bus 1. The parameters
of the proportional-integral (PI) AGC controller are tuned
by the trial and error method. The resulting AGC control
signal is set to be equally assigned to each conventional
generator and the storage device. The base case is termed as
CFC, that is, conventional frequency control.
Under the proposed AFC framework, new decentralised

controllers are designed for all the three generators and the
storage device. The design variables are chosen as follows:
fc = 0.016 Hz, n = 1, mG,1 =mG,2 =mG,3 = 33%, mS,1 = 100%.
The corresponding frequency dependent weighting
functions for generator and storage power output are shown
in Fig. 2. For illustration purposes, the weighting function
Ww(s) in (12) for the exogenous input is chosen to be a low
pass filter with cut-off frequency at 1 Hz, roughly reflecting
the fact that the majority of frequency components in RES
variations such as wind and solar generation is below 1 Hz.
Thus, the yielding AFC controllers after H∞ minimisation
IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., 2013, Vol. 7, Iss. 11, pp. 1263–1271
doi: 10.1049/iet-gtd.2012.0522
are obtained

DPref
G1 = −22.1391Dv1 − 0.0852Du1

DPref
G2 = −7.7482Dv2 − 0.0870Du2

DPref
G3 = −1.7399Dv3 − 0.0857Du3

DPref
S1 = −806.8710Dv8 + 1.3995DSOC1
5.1 Frequency separation objective

The Bode magnitude diagram of the transfer functions from
the RES disturbance w to the real power output of the three
generators and the storage device is depicted in Fig. 4. As
can be seen from Fig. 4, the frequency separation objective
in the AFC design is successfully achieved, that is, all the
three generators are mainly responsible to balance the
low-frequency components of the RES variations below
0.1 rad/s whereas the storage device takes care of the
high-frequency components above 0.1 rad/s. In contrast, the
generators in the base case tend to pick up the RES
disturbances with the frequency spectrum up to 3 rad/s.
Moreover, the storage device in the base case acts like a
conventional generator as it is simply requested to follow
the AGC signal. It is noted that the curves corresponding to
the generator power output under AFC overlap with each
other because the participation factors are chosen to be
identical for all the three generators.
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Fig. 4 Real power output in the frequency domain
Fig. 6 Power output deviations of Generator 3 from its operating
point

www.ietdl.org
5.2 Frequency response

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of frequency deviations at Bus 3
between AFC and CFC in the presence of the aforementioned
RES variations. Similar frequency deviation curves are
observed at the other two generator buses. The frequency
deviations under AFC are further reduced and narrowed
within a tighter band than the base case.

5.3 Generator response

The power output deviations of Generator 3 from its operating
point are plotted in Fig. 6. Similar power output deviation
curves are observed for the other two generators. Compared
with the base case, the power output of the three generators
under AFC is smoothed out and high frequency fluctuations
in the power output are greatly attenuated. The reason is
that the burden on conventional generators to follow the
RES variations is shared by the energy storage device
according to the frequency separation objective.

5.4 Storage response

Fig. 7a shows the power injection deviations and the SOC
deviations of the storage device under AFC. The storage
device is sensitive to the high-frequency component of the
RES variations and therefore ramps up and down very
heavily and frequently. On the other hand, the SOC
deviations are well maintained within the ± 2% range by the
AFC storage controller. With the SOC close to its predefined
Fig. 5 Frequency deviations at Bus 3
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level, the storage device is able to participate in other power
or energy applications maximising its economic value.
However, if an increased usage of the storage participating in
frequency control is desired, the corresponding weighting
functions can be adjusted accordingly.
In addition, the comparison of SOC between AFC and

CFC in the frequency domain is plotted in Fig. 7b, showing
the magnitudes of the transfer functions from the RES
disturbance w to SOC deviations under AFC and CFC over
the entire frequency spectrum. According to Fig. 7b, the
peak magnitude of the closed loop transfer function from
disturbance w to SOC deviations under AFC is
approximately −20 dB, which implies that the RMS SOC
deviations are guaranteed to be bounded in the ± 3% range
Fig. 7 Storage response

a Storage response under AFC
b Bode magnitude diagram of the transfer function from w to ΔSOC
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Table 1 Parameters of the WECC 9-bus test system [30, 31]

F0 = 60 Hz SN = 100 MVA R = 5%
S1 = 247.5 MVA H1 = 9.5515 MW⋅s/MVA kD1 = 2.9040
S2 = 192 MVA H2 = 3.3333 MW⋅s/MVA kD2 = 2.3352
S3 = 128 MVA H3 = 2.3516 MW⋅s/MVA kD3 = 2.1137
TCH1 = 0.3 s TCH2 = 0.3 s TCH3 = 0.2 s
TG1 = 0.2 s TG2 = 0.2 s TG3 = 0.2 s
X14 = 0.0576 p.u. x27 = 0.0625 p.u. x39 = 0.0586 p.u.
X45 = 0.085 p.u. x46 = 0.092 p.u. x57 = 0.161 p.u.
X69 = 0.17 p.u. x78 = 0.072 p.u. x89 = 0.1008 p.u.
Ecap = 2 MWh Pmax

S = 50 MW

www.ietdl.org

for any bounded disturbance input with RMS < 0.3 p.u. in the
test system. In contrast, there is no upper bound on the peak
magnitude of the same transfer function under CFC. The SOC
under CFC is prone to exceed its limit with the increase of the
low frequency components in RES variations.

6 Conclusions

Based on the decentralised static output feedback, this paper
proposes a new H∞-based and structure-preserving
approach to redesign the frequency control framework in
power systems with significant amounts of RESs. A proof
of concept is given for the AFC design using the WECC
9-bus test system. Under the proposed AFC framework,
conventional generators and energy storage devices are
coordinated to take the responsibility of power balancing
according to the spectrum of the RES variations, that is,
high frequency RES variations are balanced by the storage
devices while low frequency RES deviations are balanced
by the conventional generators reducing the required
ramping of the conventional generators. Consequently, the
AFC design enables the incorporation of energy storage
devices in frequency control taking into account their
limitations with regards to provided energy. In addition, the
proposed AFC approach provides a means to design and
coordinate decentralised PI controllers for multiple
conventional generators which enables the return to the
nominal frequency.
In terms of modelling and control, a mathematical model is

developed in this paper to estimate the local frequency at
non-generator buses to facilitate the proposed decentralised
control scheme and an existing ILMI algorithm is improved
to solve the involved H∞ problem. More importantly, this
paper applies the decentralised static output feedback
technique to achieve the frequency separation objective,
resulting in task-specific but easily-implementable controllers.
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8 Appendix

See Table 1.
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